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5. The Exile
Nothing was further from his mind than to be taken as
a text. All that he asked of life at sea was a ship's rail
to lean on and a sufficiency of listeners. One at a time
would satisfy him ; but some idosyncrasy demanded that
their listening should be done at a most inconvenient hour.
For he did his talking after lunch, when most people swallow
coffee and dive into deck-chairs in order to disprove the
customary charges against coffee. I retain a vivid memory
of blue equatorial waters alive with flying-fish and spangled
with our spray, of the ship's rail before me and the sure
haven of my chair a yard or so behind, of the slow, delicious
onset of the afternoon unconsciousness held of relentlessly
by his undeviating monologue. Not that his talk lacked
interest, If it had, I should not recall him. For he was
a walking sermon, of which I cannot altogether catch the
precise import.
He was not much to look at. You may see him any day
trotting along a City alley to his lunch ; he lunches at the
same invariable table with three others wholly indistinguish-
able from himself (except that one of them wears glasses),
and after lunch they move to an underground resort for
the mixed consolations of coffee, oriental furniture, and
dominoes. At night he catches the same train to some-
where down the line ; and every morning he nods briskly
to the same unchanging circle in his regular compartment.
Yet there he was, attached incongruously to a good cigar
and going home to somewhere south of the Equator far
beyond the reach of any Redhill train. That was the really
startling thing about it all. If he had been merely going
on a long journey for his firm, no one need have been sur-
prised; for Cockney sparrows fly far from LeadenhaU
Street. But he told us all that he was going home. He
said it with a lingering gusto and described with particularity
the things that would happen when he got there. He was
looking forward to it quite as much as any traveller by the
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